
Outline for all Careers on Website:

Different Types of Career
Examples: product vs. transportation Industrial Designer
Motion vs. Interation vs, Print Communication Designer
What They Do –––––ONE VIDEO PER FIELD
Skills they use (general, like “think spatially”)
Requirements
What they need to be able to do technically
Environment / Conditions
Where they could work / who they could work for / hours / employment rate
How you can learn it
What degree you use for this
Extra
Any examples of extra schooling or knowledge needed above and beyond 
general 

Wireframes
(sort of)

“Did you know...how many people it takes to make a movie?”
*zoom out from director to many, many people*

“As you can see, many creative people contribute to the mak-
ing of a film. You may know some, like the director and actors, 
but there are a lot more people that you may have noticed in 
the very long credits of a film, such as best boy grip, or Director 
of Photography. Let’s take a look at what creative careers exist 
in the Film Industry by going through the timeline of a film.”

*Movie Timeline, focusing on roles throughout process*

“There are many more creative careers involved in the mov-
ie-making process. Check out all the roles we just covered and 
more in the ‘Film Industry’  section of our site!”

Script

Intro

~30 sec

Movie
Timeline

~2 min

Outro

~12 sec

~1 min 12 sec~58 sec ~1 min 13 sec ~53 sec

~4 min 3 sec TOTAL



A movie is divided up into different phases of production. 
Every movie starts with the development phase, which 
begins with the screenwriter researching and developing 
story ideas and writing a screenplay for their story. This 
will be the structure for the movie. *show five phases as 
icons, then writer writing*

A director picks up the screenplay he likes and becomes 
the driving creative force behind the movie's production. 
He then works with the screenwriter to write the script for 
the movie, writing and rewriting before the final script is 
agreed upon.

Next, the script is taken to a storyboard artist who draws 
a series of pictures to visually represent the action that 
takes place in the script. The director's assistant, *called 
the First Assistant Director* will work with the storyboard 
artist to break down the script into this shot-by-shot sto-
ryboard.

The final part of this phase is receiving the money – pro-
ducers *and co-producers* pick up the story and decided 
if they want to invest to make a profit.

Movie
Timeline

Development
~18 sec

~58 sec

~14 sec

~17 sec

~9 sec



Once the money is in the bank, *the movie moves on to 
Pre-production phase* key crew members are picked. The 
casting director finds and selects or "casts" appropriate 
actors for the film, who, once chosen, read the script and 
bring the characters to life. If there are any fight or dance 
sequences in the film, different choreographers will  be 
used to plan, create, and teach the movements to these 
actors.

A location scout will head out with director specifications 
to find the appropriate locations for each scene that will 
not be shot on a set. They will also negotiate any fees, 
terms, or permisions if they are required. *show like pyra-
mids of Eqypt or Times Square for this part?*

A shot list is created by Director and the 1st AD. This will 
have a description of framing, focal length, camera move-
ment, and other things to think about for each shot. The 
script is broken down into every location, prop, effect and 
any other items needed for the movie's shoot so that ev-
erything is planned out.

Next, the DP *Director of Photography*, Production De-
signer, and 1st AD will follow the Director while he visits 
every location and tells the Heads of Department what 
each shot will entail. *The 1st AD takes notes and will 
voice any concerns he has, like the background noise in 
that location, aiplane in background of airport?* 

The 1st AD will then develop a shooting schedule. This 
schedule is ordered by lighting and camera set-ups and 
not by story, or chronological, order.

The production designer designs and overseas the cre-
ation of set pieces and purchasing of items such as 
plants and furniture. The costume designer does the 
same, but for costumes.

The look for the characters is made consistent on the ac-
tors by the Make-up and Hair teams. *Show these people 

Movie
Timeline

Pre-production
~14 sec

~10 sec

~12 sec

~10 sec

~13 sec

~1 min 13 sec

pink stuff
gets cut

~7 sec



but don't talk about them*:
The Chief Hairdresser designs and executes the hair styl-
ing, Chief Make-up artist designs and creates the make-
up, with hairdressers, designers, and artists, underneath 
them to apply the designs based on their direction. 

The Art Director makes sure the film has a visual identity 
that is consistent amongst all the designers.

Movie
Timeline

Pre-production
continued

~7 sec ~1 min 13 sec



*Now the third phase, or Production phase, begins* In 
this phase the actual filming of the movie takes place, 
which is called Principal Photography. 

Each day the crew is called to location or set and the 1st 
AD oversees their set up. The director will walk the actors 
through each shot of the day and rehearse what the actor 
and camera will do. This is called blocking the shot. *di-
rector with his viewfinder?*
*show a bunch of ppl with the titles above their heads?* 

The Director will work with the cinematographer, or Di-
rector of Photography, (*my name is very controversal* 
in his speech bubble) to choose actor's marks, camera 
placement, and camera movement. The camera operator 
works with them as well as the actual man behind the 
camera. 

The boom operator is the man holding the microphone on 
a long pole just out of frame, while the production sound 
mixer makes sure the recordings are clear. 

The console operator will operate the fixed lights on the 
set and the moving light operator programs the lights 
that move. The gaffer overseas the lighting and the Best 
Boy, regardless of his or her gender (*it's an old naming 
convention* from his speech bubble) works under him as 
the best electrician and jack-of-all-trades. 

After each take, the director will review on a monitor and 
decide what needs tweeked. Any one of these people 
could adjust something they are doing to get it just right.
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Production

~53 sec

~7 sec

~16 sec

~8 sec

~10 sec

~ 8 sec

~12 sec



After all shooting takes place, the Post-Production phase 
begins. In this phase, the final and most important touch-
es are added to the film.

The movie's raw video is collected by the editor, who then 
makes the movie as clear and concise as possible by cut-
ing down scenes and rearranging them. (speech bubble: 
*No one wants to sit through a 6 hour movie*)

If there are any visual effects to add, Visual Effects Art-
ists will add anything that was unable to be shot practi-
cally, or with actual models and explosions. Any sound 
effects are added to the movie by the foley editor. The 
colorist will then color-grade the film to have a precise 
look and tone. These individuals work with the DP closely 
to ensure his original vision is not changed.

Around this time the title designer will design the opening 
title sequence, which will be the first thing the audience 
sees in the movie and sets the stage for the rest of the 
film.

The music will be writen by the composer, from watch-
ing rough cuts of the film. The director will work with the 
composer to determine when a musical que starts or 
stops, what instruments he wants to hear, and what the 
tone of the scene is.

Once the movie is finshed, it is distributed to theaters and 
is played by the projectionist who is usually the guy you 
yell at if anything goes wrong with the picture or sound.
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~7 sec

~11 sec

~27 sec

~16 sec

~11 sec

Post-production
Movie distribution

~1 min 12 sec


